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BTJ Calendar of events

BTJ 6/2017 (Dec.-Jan.) Report: Environment | Focus: Scenarios for the future of transport

Digital Ship Maritime Cyber Resilience Forum, 15 February 2018, NL/Rotterdam, www.rotterdam.thedigitalship.com
The event will bring together advisers, end-users, technology providers, and policy makers to debate the maritime cyber-challenges, check 
new developments in cyber-regulations, and learn more about cyber-safety.

International Conference RailRu 2018, 28 February 2018, RU/Moscow, www.railwayru.ru
The event is focused on cargo railway transportation in Russia and rolling stock, and comprises round table discussions on the critical issues 
of the industry, like the global aspects of the balance of operational and economic efficiency, the issues of the freight cars market regulation 
and Russia’s railway mainlines transit capacity overview.

2nd International Conference ShippingRu 2018, 28 February 2018, RU/Moscow, www.shippingru.ru
The event is focused on the in-depth consideration of topical issues relating to the current sea shipping market situation in Russia.

Logistics CIO Forum EU, 6-7 March 2018, NL/Amsterdam, events.eft.com/cioeu
The event will tackle in detail advancing technology, new market trends, changing business models, and increasing customer demands.

Transport Week 2018, 6-8 March 2018, PL/Gdańsk, www.transportweek.eu
Transport Week 2018 is the next edition of our flagship transport & logistics conference. Widely recognized as the best possible start to 
your business year, it regularly gathers the crème de la crème of this highly dynamic industry. This year’s edition of the Transport Week is 
dedicated to the development of port infrastructure in Poland and Europe as well as the opportunities and challenges posed by the New 
Silk Road and China’s One Belt One Road initiative.

SmartRail, 17-19 April 2018, NL/Amsterdam, www.smartrailworld.com/events/smart-rail
SmartRail is an event to embrace the technological evolution of rail. It is dedicated to railway infrastructure managers, train operating 
companies, system and data integrators, and technology suppliers to create the digital railway of the future.

4th CWC LNG Fuels Summit, 22-24 May 2018, NL/Amsterdam, www.lngfuelssummit.com
The 4th edition of the Summit will drive collaboration between the industry’s entire value chain and end-users from the maritime, road 
transportation, and industrial sectors.

Breakbulk Europe 2018, 29-31 May 2018, DE/Bremen, www.breakbulk.com/events/breakbulk-europe-2018
Approximately 400 exhibitors and sponsors will attend the event. Breakbulk Europe provides an opportunity to see the latest products and 
services in addition to learning new skills in the educational workshops, micro-seminars, and exhibitor-led sessions.

Posidonia 2018, 4-8 June 2018, GR/Athens, posidonia-events.com
As every second year, Posidonia will once again gather its participants for numerous know-how & networking conferences, seminars, and 
technical workshops – all accompanied by exhibitions. This year’s edition will focus on latest technologies in shipping and across ports (i.e. 
energy efficiency & gas applications in the maritime industry), as well as regulations and trade.

SIL 2018, 5-7 June 2018, ES/Barcelona, www.silbcn.com
SIL will celebrate a very special edition on its 20th anniversary, being established as the leading annual Fair in the South of Europe and the 
Mediterranean where the whole supply chain is represented.

ITS World Congress 2018, 17-21 September 2018, DK/Copenhagen, itsworldcongress.com
The 2018 Congress will focus on how ITS solutions can contribute to liveability, a greener environment, and lower congestion. Copenhagen 
strongly believes in employing ITS, and the driving ambition is to become the first carbon-neutral city by 2025.
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an hour and a half before you hit the hay. No 
alcohol, either. It may help in falling asleep, 
but at the same time it will for sure impair the 
most restorative sleep periods. While coffee 
is great and healthy (if drank in moderation), 
it does not go hand-in-hand with sleep. I 
personally drink my last cup at least six hours 
before bedtime.

And speaking of blue screens. 
Smartphones, tablets, fancy gadgets of all 
sorts, incessantly humming with notifications 
about things that seldomly matter. Choosing 
social media and games over your work – 
seriously? Putting them ahead of personal 
development – you’re joking, right? Staring 
fixedly at a screen when there are people – 
your family, closest ones, business partners – 
right there with you – u mad, bro? This is the 
21st century addiction. Put your phone away. 
You’re not a Superman nor a Wonder Woman. 

Make it 
happen!
– part two

by Przemysław Myszka

If it only was as easy as in Nike’s slogan 
or in the viral vid “starring” Shia LaBeouf, 
“Just do it!” Nope, that’s rarely the case. 
Some say weaknesses are what makes 

us human, particularly if we look at the cold-
blooded and tireless machines and Artificial 
Intelligence that take care of the most daunting 
tasks with no apparent effort. “You’re perfect 
just as you are. Let it be,” these are the words 
with which we’re comforted in times of doubt 
and insecurity.

But is this right? “No matter what, because 
I hate complainers, I hate cries, if I can come 
here with a metal valve implanted in my chest, 
taking 10 different medicines just to stay alive 
every day and do my workout – you have no 
excuses. So, no matter what – your nose bleeds, 
it’s that time of the month, the kids are crying, 
you don’t feel like it, your back hurts, you’ve 
got aches and pains – it’s still your MF set. Let’s 
get it done.” You may not like CT Fletcher for 
a number of reasons, I’m no special fanboy 
of him either, but I must admit – he hit the 
piñata right between the eyes with this one. 
And rightly he did!

In the previous column, I promised that next 
I’d give you some practical advice on how to 
avoid procrastination. But if you were counting 
on getting some quick fixes in the fashion of 
the magic beans sham shamelessly advertised 
on programmes like the Dr. Oz Show or Internet 
popups, well, hell no! This is Churchill style – 
blood, sweat, and tears. This is about changing 
our default settings, not filling the barrel with 
bullets that instantly go rusty, but for which 
you pay in silver.

Let us then put things in order. Willpower 
is a muscle. This means at least three things. 
First, it can be strong or feeble. Second, it can 
be trained or lost. Third, it gets tired as we make 
use of it, hence it needs to recuperate.

First and foremost, sleep. Sleep is l-i-t-
e-r-a-l-l-y everything! Other things can be 
hunky-dory, but if you mess up with your 
circadian rhythm, then the whole enchilada 
gets under friendly fire. Sleep deprivation 
makes you feel drunk without drinking. And 
no, you’re not Charles Bukowski who could 
get away with it by writing great novels. You’re 
sitting in front of a desk preparing a report 

for a client, operating heavy equipment, 
making important decisions, taking part in a 
conference, etc., while dealing with a foggy 
mind, memory lapses, impaired movement, 
incoherence, and loss of focus (not to mention 
putting your health in peril, as the lack of sleep 
increases the risk of heart attacks and certain 
types of cancer). You can patch this up by 
establishing a weekly routine – that’s right, 
Saturday and Sunday included – that helps you 
keep an effective sleep schedule. You must 
figure out what amount of sleeping works 
best for you – and stick to it (though I know 
that this might be trickier for shift workers).

However, it’s not only about getting the 
right amount of sleep – it’s quality that counts 
as well. That means no blue screens! And 
we’re not talking 10, 15, or 30 minutes before 
bedtime. You need to leave these Devil’s 
contraptions outside the bedroom at least 

Marten Eskil Winge – Tor’s Fight with the Giants; photo: Google Art Project
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The fate of the world does not depend on 
you having to scroll through your Facebook 
or Twitter feed every other second. Googling 
on a smartphone is easy so resisting the 
temptation requires what willpower is in its 
very, very, very essence – the ability to say 
“No.” Put your life in front of the screen by 
flexing the muscle of willpower. As with every 
other addiction, this will be painful and you 
might consider seeking professional help.

Next, habit building. Think of yourself as a 
sort of an ecosystem. There’s a certain (read: 
limited) energy flow between its various 
parts. If you take resources from one of them, 
e.g. time spent binge-watching or hanging 
about on social media, you can invest it 
somewhere else. That’s the key to changing 
one’s behaviour. For instance, you’re setting 
yourself up for total failure if you’re going to 
the gym with a phone in your hand. You either 
train or swipe the screen – you cannot do 
both and expect to see the desired fitness 
results. Sorry! In general, it’s about replacing 
bad habits with better ones. Your ecosystem 
can be inhabited by only as many creatures 
that get along with each other as there’s space 
and energy for them. Your mind is like a home 
– it also needs cleaning.

Want more energy? You are what you eat. Go 
for a macro-friendly way of eating. In contrast 
to crash dieting, this is something you should 

do for the rest of your life, so choose wisely 
(structured flexible dieting is my personal pick). 
This way you’ll spike your body with what it 
essentially deserves to function optimally, 
namely the right amount of protein, carbs, fat, 
fibre, micro- and macronutrients (have you 
ever had your vitamin D levels tested?). You’re 
tanking your truck or bunkering your vessel 
with the right fuel – why aren’t you doing the 
same for your body? What you eat is crucial for 
daily performance, sleep quality, mental health, 
and longevity.

Craving even more power? Pump the iron. 
Resistance training is king. You’ll start feeling 
more invigorated in no time. But remember, 
consistency with fitness is queen (and proper 
form is the knight). It’s a lifelong subscription, 
not a monthly red herring after New Year. If 
you’re scared that gyms are populated by 
intimidating sweaty meatheads and fitness 
chicks only, please note that there’s more than 
meets the eye here. Fitness is about setting 
short- and long-term goals, and picking the 
right tactics of hitting them; it’s about structure 
and discipline; it’s about becoming comfortable 
with what’s uncomfortable; ultimately, it’s 
about patiently cultivating what’s best in you 
for future harvesting. In addition to doing 
barbell curls, there’s one more practice that’s 
highly recommended. It’s called forest bathing, 
where you take a relaxing stroll surrounded by 

nature, an environment so different than that 
barrage of concrete and asphalt we are caged 
in. It does wonders for calming your mind!

Replacing screen finger dancing with things 
that build your muscle. Ecosystem, habits, and 
willpower – you get the vibe?

Leaving aside the fact that all those things 
are science-based, I’ve personally done all of 
them and can testify in favour of their efficiency. 
There’s simply no comparison between how 
I feel nowadays and the extra capacities I’ve 
gained over the years vs. the procrastinating 
overeating short-sighted person I was in the 
past. It’s like two different human beings! It 
just goes to show how flexible and adaptable 
our minds and bodies are. And there’s so much 
progress yet to be made – the possibilities 
are simply amazing! While in the first place 
willpower is about showing the middle finger 
to things that we want to get rid of, once it 
bulks up, it turns into the ability to say “Yes” to 
the things we want to pursue. 

Lastly, I also sincerely hope that the 
technological development that we’re 
experiencing now will blaze new trails, lending 
us a helpful hand where we need it the most 
(when it comes to our emotional intelligence, 
for instance), rather than draining our powers 
on things that should deserve little to none of 
our attention. But till then, “It’s still your MF set. 
Let’s get it done.” �
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Environment

report

I n a 2013 study by Brandt et al. – 
Assessment of past, present and 
future health-cost externalities of 
air pollution in Europe and the con-

tribution from international ship traffic 
using the EVA model system – research-
ers concluded that emissions from ship-
ping cause about 50 thous. premature 
deaths in Europe per year. With its NOX 
emissions, the industry has also been a 
major contributor to the acidification and 
eutrophication of the seas, two other neg-
ative trends impacting the environment 
and consequently also human health and 
the economy (e.g. eutrophication leads 
to increased occurrence of algal biotox-
ins which compromise seafood and the 
sanitary state of man).

Land-based industries were put under 
tighter regulations concerning their nitro-
gen output a long time ago. The current 
yearly level of NOX emissions in the EU 
(around 7.8 million tonnes) is more or less 
half of that recorded back in 1990. On the 

by Przemysław Myszka

Nitrogen in itself is not harmful to human health. However, when released during fuel combustion, it 
binds together with oxygen to form nitric oxide (NO), which again isn’t a hazardous compound (at least 
when it occurs at standard ambient concentrations). Combined once more with oxygen, NO transforms 
into nitrogen dioxide (NO2), long-term exposure to which may decrease lung function and increase the 
risk of respiratory symptoms. What’s more important, though, is that both compounds are surrogates 
to other and far more dangerous pollutants, most notably particle matter (PM) and ground-level ozone 
(03), which lead to respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, or in short – increased mortality.

contrary, corresponding emissions from 
sea shipping have largely stayed beyond 
the regulatory reach. As a result, ship NOX 
pollution has been creeping upwards, total-
ling approximately 3.0 million tonnes per 
year Europe-wide. If left to themselves, 
the industry’s emissions would most likely 
soon account for more than half of Europe’s 
total nitrogen pollution.

According to the data from the Centre 
on Emission Inventories and Projections 
(CEIP), ship NOX emissions in the Baltic 
and North Seas increased by 280 thous. 
tonnes in years 1990-2000 to a total of 955 
thous. tonnes (Tab. 1). Another dataset, 

Making the Baltic, the North sea, 
and the english channel a Nitrogen emission control areaPh
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EXTREMIS/EUROSTAT, speaks of 220 
thous. tonnes and 518 thous. tonnes emit-
ted by Baltic and North Sea shipping in 
2005, respectively. However, parallel esti-
mations from the European Monitoring 
and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) point 
to a total of 1,080 thous. tonnes. EMEP 
data also show that emissions from inter-
national shipping remained at more or less 
the same level throughout the 2011-2014 
period (Fig. 1). This way or another, ship 
NOX emissions are a phenomenon that has 
a detrimental effect on both the European 
coastal societies’ state of health and the 
condition of the sea environment.

Tab. 1. NOX emissions in the Baltic and North Seas in 1990-2000 [thous. tonnes]

Year Baltic 
Sea

Change vs. 
1990 [%]

North Sea Change vs. 
1990 [%]

Total Change vs. 
1990 [%]

1990 236 508 744

1995 268 +13.6% 575 +13.2% 743 +13.3%

2000 303 +28.4% 652 +28.3% 955 +28.4%

Source for Tab. 1 and Fig. 1: the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (2007)

Is it worth it?
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Many ports around the world 
are facing the same challenges 
linked to predictability of 
import and export cargo flows, 

as well as situations that can escalate into 
temporary or recurrent congestion impact-
ing many actors in the supply chain. Human 
employees, even with the aid of conven-
tional IT systems, sometimes just cannot 
cope with troublesome events that quickly 
start piling up. Artificial Intelligence uses 
IT systems to reproduce intellectual capaci-
ties comparable to those of a human faced 

It appears that data streams have become the new oil, thus making it possible to completely refurbish 
the economy. The rapid evolution of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cognitive computing is going to 
revolutionise the digital synchronisation of physical goods, material flows, and customer interaction 
with logistics providers and their services. For those who know how to resource, refine, and leverage 
it, data unlocks as yet unseen opportunities to create new high-value services. So, what are ports of 
the future going to look like and how likely are port users to benefit from this change?

Change the Channel
by Marie Pavesio, Communications and Marketing Manager, Marseille Gyptis International (MGI)

with a complex situation, i.e. a problem 
which cannot be resolved using a simple, 
precise, or algorithmic methods that tradi-
tional IT could perform within an accept-
able timeframe. At the minimum, an AI 
system can perform the same human tasks, 
but without the human error factor result-
ing from, for instance, everyday problems. 
Ideally, an AI could augment operations 
– on a constant basis – far beyond what 
humans would be ever capable of.

The flow of information to, from, and 
within ports comes from different sources 

that are either “traditional” (inputs from 
ordinary business systems, like on transit 
times, fuel costs, revenue per TEU, etc.) or 
“non-traditional” (time sensitive records, 
such as concerning port strikes, weather 
dynamics, traffic delays, unexpected repairs, 
as well as large volumes of data generated 
from sensors, GPS devices, RFID tags, and 
traffic management systems). If we manage 
to acquire, store, and analyse this data – but 
above all make sense of it – new services can 
emerge to make the port industry in particu-
lar, and the supply chain business in general 
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taking advantage of artificial intelligence to improve port operations

Shore Connection in a box
After building the world’s largest shore connection 

we are now moving on to a container solution for our 
customers.

We can set up the container for you at home and you 
can then connect it in any harbour in the world in about 
a week from delivery. And if your needs change, you just 
move your container.

With cold ironing the ship’s auxiliary engine can be 
turned off at shore and thereby reducing both noise and 
emissions.

Actemium, part of VINCI Energies, has so far equipped 
seven harbours in Sweden and one in Norway. 
Will you be next in turn?

Contact me for more information at my office in Gdańsk 
at +48 515 710 450 or at alan.arent@actemium.com

 Less pollution
 Less noise
 Less energy

Alan Arent
our representative in office  

in Gdansk, Poland

www.actemium.se
www.polishlngplatform.eu
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Last year came to a conclusion, and boy, it did so in style! On December 12th, I was 
chosen as the winner in the supply chain category of the annual Journalist Awards 
international competition organised by the London-based Seahorse Club. It’s 
hard to express how great it was to receive this recognition of our bee-like hard 

work done here – in Northern Poland and the Baltic Sea region – for you, our readers and 
supporters throughout the whole of Europe and the world. Thanks!
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Yet, the past year has brought many more events that makes us proud. Here is BTJ’s 2017 
in a nutshell.
•	 We’ve	upgraded	the	Baltic	Transport	Maps	portal	to	European	Transport	Maps.	Now	you	

can find the networks of regular ro-ro & ferry, sea container, and intermodal services going 
Europe-wide. Go to www.europeantransportmaps.com in order to explore the portal’s 
new capabilities.

•	 Six	issues	of	the	Baltic Transport Journal in five printed as well as online editions. That’s 
424 pages (!) with 129 articles (!!), not counting (!!!) other goodies, like the Transport 
miscellany stories (a section, which we know is one of the dearest to your hearts).

•	 The	172	page	big	Baltic Yearbook, covering almost every nook and cranny of the region’s 
port-related transport & logistics business (with at least one voice from the industry 
referring to it as that book).

•	 Maps,	maps,	maps	–	port,	ro-ro	&	ferry,	container,	bulk	–	printed	and	digital,	small	and	
XL, you name it!

•	 60+	e-newsletters	with	a	round-up	of	the	latest	from	across	the	Baltic	and	European	
transport & logistics domain. Highly clicked!

•	 A	gazillion	(more	or	less)	of	news	and	market	SMSes	on	both	of	our	webpages	–	always	essentially	
edited,	so	that	you	get	the	maximum	info	in	the	most	easily	digestible	serving	size.

•	 Another	zillion	of	conferences,	trade	fairs,	seminars,	etc.,	we’ve	attended,	helped	to	set	
up, conducted, wrote agendas for, made a summary of, and so on and so forth. E-mails 
and telephones are OK, but seeing you in person is priceless!

Have a great read!

Przemysław Myszka

You can find the prizewinning article, Dumb, 
dark, and disconnected. addressing waste 
efficiency in the supply chain with technology, 
right under the following QR code Ph
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